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About Us
Our firm was founded in January 2006, to produce
wastewater treatment systems and environmental
technologies.
Multiclair produces and sells wastewater treatment
systems that have their basis in the principle
of “Electroflocculation”. Our firm; with a strong
emphasis on following changing technologies and
related theories, uses latest wastewater treatment
technology to treat wastewater with low amounts
of waste and any type of wastewater with economic
and easy operation conditions, especially the ones
that cannot be treated with classical treatment
methods and if needed can provide reuse of the
treated water.
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Mission
Multiclair; that has the intention to create projects,
production, turn-key establishment, equipment
production and selling of Wastewater Treatment
Systems and Environment Technologies, aims to
return the inspiration of nature and provide smart,
economic, functional and technological solutions for
cycle of life.

Mission
multiclair
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Söğüt WWTP
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Ayvalık WWTP
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Vision
Multiclair has the vision of eliminating all pollutant factors that
endanger all humanity and nature and aims to share produced
solution methods on a worldwide scale, improve these technologies
every day and invent solutions that will enable the clients to achieve
maximum time and cost profitability.

Balance of Nature
When the fact that life sources are the only things that cannot be
reproduced is accepted, it is obvious that all the pollutant factors that
endanger human life should be eliminated.

Gölpazarı WWTP
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Söğüt WWTP

Vision

When the fact that life sources are the only things that cannot be
reproduced is accepted, it is obvious that all the pollutant factors that
endanger human life should be eliminated.
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Functional Technology
Our system covering less space in volume and quick building
and construction time and low investment and operation
costs makes our company stand out and surpass other
wastewater treatment systems.
Our technical staff will always provide detailed analysis
and solutions for your system needs to make sure our
clients will receive high quality and technological support.

Functional Technology
multiclair
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Söğüt WWTP

Keşan WWTP
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What is ElectroFlocculation / Electrocoagulation
(E&E) Process?

•
•
•
•

Electroflocculation (electrocoagulation) process is a combination of oxidation,
flocculation and flotation principles.
In the simplest way, and electroflocculation (electrocoagulation) reactor is an
electrolytic cell with an anode and a cathode.
During electrolysis, on anode, metal cation (aluminum or iron) is produced while
on cathode, hydrogen gas is produced.
Settled aluminum ions flocculate most of the oil, heavy metals and organic
materials.
Meanwhile, hydrogen gas bubbles help floating the flocculated
sludge where it is filtered out of the water within a flotation
tank.
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•

What is ElectroFlocculation /
Electrocoagulation (E&E) Process?

In sort terms, (E&E) process is a method of dispatching pollutants from water and
wastewater using physico-chemical methods. (E&E) process includes complex physical
and chemical steps such as, redox reactions, absorption, particulate entrapment,
coagulation and flocculation. During the use of (E&E) process, there is no need for
using any additional chemical or biological material. Within an electrolytic reactor cell,
controlled physico-chemical reactions, physical, biological, chemical treatment and
removal of nitrogen and phosphorus is provided in the same step.

Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants
Advanced Treatment Levels: Our system can treat urban wastewater with the latest technology. There
are no odor problems or occurance of dangerous sludge that must be removed immediately.
Low Space Requirement: Compared to alternative (classical, packet, biological, chemical, membrane, etc.)
treatment methods, our system requires 90% less establishment area.
Investment Cost: Compared to alternative (classical, packet, biological, chemical, membrane, etc.) treatment
methods, our system requires 30-40% less investment cost.

Examples for Operation Costs:
Energy use for the treatment of 1 m3 wastewater: 0.30-0.50 kw
Cost of necessary consumables for the treatment of 1 m3 wastewater: 0.04 – TL

Industrial Wastewater Treatment Plants
Industrial wastewater can be defined as wastewater with high organic and inorganic waste, waste with heavy
metals, chrome, toxins, bacteria and wastewater produced by leather industry, textile industry, paper factories
and ships and docks. With Multiclair Wastewater Treatment System that is based on (E&E) process, industrial
wastewater can be treated in consistence with EU industrial wastewater pollution regulations.
Color and pollution removal in
textile industry
(E&E) process is the only system that can
remove color from wastewater of textile
industry with high efficiency, sustainability
and low cost. With Multiclair wastewater
treatment system that uses (E&E) process,
it is possible to remove industrial waste
and color from industrial wastewater with
regards to EU regulations.
multiclair
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Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants

Operation Cost: Compared to alternative (classical, packet, biological, chemical, membrane, etc.) treatment
methods, our system requires 40-50% less operation cost. Unlike traditional treatment plants, the need for
staff is less. For each operation shift, one personnel is sufficient.
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Mobile Systems and Practical Solutions
With Multiclair Wastewater Treatment System that uses (E&E) process, it is possible
to establish fast and effective wastewater treatment plants in small areas. We can
build wastewater treatment systems with easy operation in mobile containers for
villages, neighborhoods, small scale settlement areas (universities, dormitories, military
settlements, sites, hospitals, shopping malls etc). For example, within a standard
articulated lorry, it is possible to build a treatment system that can serve for up to
10.000 population and this system can also serve as a mobile system.
Such systems for 10.000 population require 20 m2 space in total and upon desire of
the client, can be implemented on small trucks.
As Multiclair, we value testing and R&D studies. With a fully established mobile
system, we test wastewater treatment for risky waste products and run studies for
their treatment and reuse.
Our R&D department continuously works on solutions to improve our treated water
discharge methods, lowering investment and operation costs.
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